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What is 
Computer Vision?

• Computer vision is the process of understanding 
digital images and videos using computers.

• It seeks to automate tasks that human vision can 
achieve. This involves methods of acquiring, 
processing, analysing, and understanding digital 
images, and extraction of data from the real 
world to produce information.

• It also has sub-domains such as object 
recognition, video tracking, and motion 
estimation, thus having applications in medicine, 
navigation, and object modelling.



Image classification

• 𝐾 classes

• Task: assign correct class label to the whole image

Digit classification Object recognition



Classification vs. Detection

✓ Dog

Dog
Dog



Problem formulation

person

motorbike

Input Desired output

{  airplane,  bird,  motorbike,  person,  sofa  }



Evaluating a detector

Test image (previously unseen)



First detection ...
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Second detection ...
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Third detection ...
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Sort by confidence
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Compare to ground truth

ground truth ‘person’ boxes
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Sort by confidence

... ... ... ... ...
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Evaluation metric
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Evaluation metric

Average Precision (AP)
0%  is worst
100%  is best

mean AP over classes
(mAP)

... ... ... ... ...
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Pedestrians

Histograms of Oriented Gradients for Human Detection, 
Dalal and Triggs, CVPR 2005

AP ~77%
More sophisticated methods: AP ~90%

(a) average gradient image over training examples
(b) each “pixel” shows max positive SVM weight in the block centered on that pixel
(c) same as (b) for negative SVM weights
(d) test image
(e) its R-HOG descriptor
(f) R-HOG descriptor weighted by positive SVM weights
(g) R-HOG descriptor weighted by negative SVM weights



Why did it work?

Average gradient image



Quiz time



Warm up

This is an average image of which object class?



Warm up

pedestrian



A little harder

?



A little harder

?
Hint: airplane, bicycle, bus, car, cat, chair, cow, dog, dining table



A little harder

bicycle (PASCAL)



The key to SVMs

• It’s all about the features

Histograms of Oriented Gradients for Human Detection, 
Dalal and Triggs, CVPR 2005

SVM weights
(+)                    (-)

features



Core idea of “deep learning”

• Input: the “raw” signal (image, waveform, …)

• Features: hierarchy of features is learned from the raw input











Supervised Learning

• Algorithm that learn from training dataset can be thought of as a 
guide supervising the learning process.

• We already know the correct answers! The algorithm iteratively 
makes predictions on the training data and corrected by the guide.

• Learning stops when algorithm achieves an acceptable level of 
performance.



Types of Supervised Learning
Discrete Values

Continuous Values!





Unsupervised Learning
• We only have the input data to feed the model but no corresponding 

data

• We know the value of input but the output and the mapping function

• In such scenarios, machine learning algorithms find the function that 
finds similarity among different input data instances based on the 
similarity index, which is the output of unsupervised learning







Reinforcement Learning



Reinforcement Learning

• Reinforcement Learning is an aspect of Machine learning where an agent 
learns to behave in an environment, by performing certain actions and 
observing the rewards/results which it get from those actions.



Reinforcement Learning



So, the baby is happy and receives appreciation from her parents. It’s positive 
— the baby feels good (Positive Reward +n).



Ouch! The baby gets hurt and is in pain. It’s negative — the baby cries (Negative 
Reward -n).

That’s how we humans learn — by trail and error. Reinforcement learning is 
conceptually the same, but is a computational approach to learn by actions.



Difference between SL and RL?

• Supervised learning is when a model learns from a labeled dataset with guidance. ... Whereas 

reinforcement learning is when a machine or an agent interacts with its environment, performs actions, and 

learns by a trial-and-error method.



Things can get 
confusing and 

crazy! But machine 
learning is still fun! 


